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‘Engineering Village provides the most comprehensive database  
of engineering literature’ Sr Researcher, India
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Our unique features help them address these challenges

Improves research success
Intuitive & comprehensive
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Relevant results
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How do you keep up to date in your field?
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Head of Dept. 2.8 h

3.7 hResearcher

3,9 hUngraduate

3,4 hLibrarian

3 hSr. Researcher

4 hPost Graduate

How much time do you spend searching per week?

(n=1118)

  30 min                  1 hour                    2 hours         +3 hours   Don’t know
 13%                    34 %                20%              16%           17%

          How much time researchers save with

(n=263)

‘speed, thoroughness, ease of use’ Post Graduate, Australia

              What our customers say about
‘All the relevant metadata search boxes are right up front, making  
searching visually uncomplicated, fast and accurate’ Researcher, US.

              What our customers say about

They have to deal with  
serious information challenges

With efficiency of discovery  
one of the key pain points

And helps them focus on research and publishing
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